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~3~STl~CT 

Spatial mechanisms offer a better alternative to electronically controlled multiple-

input devices, such as robotic manipulators. Being purely mechanical devices, spatial 

mechanisms are less expensive, more reliable and more energy efficient. Furthermore, a 

single spatial mechanism is often capable of completing a motion task that would otherwise 

require several planar mechanisms to accomplish. Despite the potential benefits associated 

with operation of spatial mechanisms, development of such mechanical systems has been 

hindered by the lack of the appropriate mechanism design software applications. 

This thesis presents the results of the research work that explored using virtual reality 

(VR) as a tool for designing spatial 4C mechanisms for rigid-body guidance. Spatial 

mechanisms operate within three-dimensional design space. The traditional human-computer 

interfaces (HCI) are limited to two dimensions and impose artificial constraints on the ability 

of the mechanism designers to correctly and efficiently specify the design problem and 

investigate the spatial mechar~isn~ synthesis results. Virtual reality provides a truly three-

dimensional alternative to the traditional HCI's. The overall spatial layout of a mechanism 

desig-n problem as well as the correct dimensions of the synthesized mechanisms are easily 

evaluated in -the ~R` environ~r~ents. This work combines such features as dynamic 

,computation of fixed and moving congruences, application of branch and circuit defects 

filtering of the congruence planes, mechanism type identification at the solution selection 

stage, combined interaction with the ..guide map and the congruences, the option for either 

three- or four-position mechanism synthesis,- and a .speech control interface, to provide 

mechanism designers with an advanced VIA spatial 4C mechanism deign tool. 
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The term Virtual Reality (VR) refers to computer-generated three-dimensional (3-D) 

environments created by virtual environment (VE) systems, which can be interactively 

experienced and manipulated by the participants (Earfield and Furness, 1995). Stuart (2001) 

defines a VE system as ahuman-computer interfa~,e capable of providing ``interactive 

immersive multisensary 3-D synthetic environments." In such systems the user's motions are 

tracked with position sensors .and used to update the visual and auditory displays in real-time. 

This creates the illusion for the participants of being inside of the environment (Stuart, 20+01). 

In addition to providing the ,ability to ex~►lore a design problem in three-dimensional space, 

VR environments often allow users to manipulate the objects in the environment in an intuitive 

way using a variety of instrumented gloves and wands. 

The .scientific and engineering commurutie~ have embraced virtual reality as a valuable 

tool because it offers a unique wa~~ to investigate dale. Benefits of the VR systems are 

especially evident in the area of engineering product development, where these systems are 

used throughout the whole range of the product .development cycle: from modeling and 

evaluation of the first proto~ypes, to providing training opportunities far end-product users 

(Bullinger et a1., 1999, Deisinger et aL, :2000, Oliveira et al., 2000). 

This thesis presents the results of the research work that explored using VR as a tool 

for designing spatial 4C mechanisms. Spatial 4C mechanisms are two degree of freedom 

closed kinematic chains consisting of four links connected by cylindrical (C) joints. A 

cylindrical joint provides both .translational and rotational movement along i.ts axis. Unlike 

planar mechanisms that operate within two-dimensional design space, spatial mechanisms are 
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three-dimensional entities, which rriake the design and evaluation tasks especially well suited 

for the use of virtual reality technology. The overall spatial layout of a mechanism design 

problem as well as the correct dimensions of the mechanism are easily evaluated in the VR 

environments. 

The benef is of using virtual reality applications for synthesis and analysis of 

mechanisms have been extensively explored at Iowa State University. Investigation of 

spherical mechanism design in VR has resulted in a series of programs, including SphereVR 

(Osborn and Vance, 1995), VEMECS (Kraal, 1996), and Isis (Furlong et al., 1999). Spherical 

mechanism design. using VR has been expanded to include the design of spatial mechanisms. 

In 2001, the -VRNETS program was created in order to aid in .the synthesis of spatial 4C 

mechanisms (Kihonge et al., 2001). The research presented here builds upon the knowledge 

gained while using the VRNETS program. 

.The VRSpatial application was developed as a result of this research. It is a software 

package for designing spatial 4C mechanisms using virtual reality that offers the mechanism 

designers a wide variety , of .methods for defiining the initial design problem, solving the 

problem, and evaluating .the solution' ~ feasibility. . ~JRSpatial is written in the C++ 

progr g language. Creation c'f tre computer graphics objects and management of the VR 

environment is achieved .with :the SGI ~lpenGLT"" Application Program. Interface (Woo et al., 

1999) and the VRJuggler .virtual reality software library (Bierbaum et al., 2001). Computation 

routines from Florida Institute of Technology's SPADES software .package (Larochelle, 

1998) are used to perform mechanism synthesis and analysis. The user .interaction method 
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consists of aposition-tracked wand and a set of virtual menus, along with a speech 

recognition interface. 

when compared to .,the functionality of the original Vl~NETS application, the new 

spatial mechanism .design program offers its users an assortment of new and improved 

features. Some of the navel program -characteristics are listed below: 

• Implemented on a wide variety of ti~~ systems, including Iowa State I~niversity's C6 

facility. 

• Improved methods of specifying the ~ initial design problem, such as the ability to 

numerically adjust positi®ns of the design objects, provide for more effective design. 

• Multiple .options are available for investigating the generated solution space, including 

dynamic congruence planes recalculation, the ability to select arbitrary lines from 

congruence planes, extension of the mechanism type identification and .solution 

filtering .options to the congruence planes, and the ability to investigate the guide map 

and the congruence planes simultaneously. 

• . Three-position mechanism synthesis functionality is provided. 

~~ Speech command interface offers an alternative way of interacting with the 

application. 

Chapter 2 of this .thesis outlines some of the fundamental principles of .motion 

synthesis of spatial 4C mechanisms. It also presents the history of computer aided mechanism 

design. Chapter 3 describes the. program that can be used to design spatial 4C mechanisms in 

virtual reality, which was completed as part of this research. Chapter 4 explains the 
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program's functionality and its underlying mechanics in depth. Finally, Chapter S offers 

conclusions and recon~nendations for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2. COMPUTER .AIDED KINEMATIC SYNTHESIS 
OF SPATIAL 4C MECHANISMS FOR RIGID-BODY GUIDANCE 

The discipline of kinematics is concerned with investigation of geometric aspects of 

motions of a rigid body- (or several connected rigid bodies) without consideration of the 

forces, causing the motions (Mallik et a1., 1994). A rigid body is a set of points that always 

retain constant distance between any two of them. A mechanism can be defined as a 

collection of rigid bodies connected together with joints that constrain their relative motion. 

(McCarthy, 1990). The connections are designated as kinematic pairs, and every rigid body 

involved in the construction of a kinematic pair's is designated as a link. A sequence of links 

connected by kinematic pairs forms a kinematic chain, .which can be either open or closed. In 

order for a kinematic chain to be classified as closed, every link in the chain must be 

connected to at least two other links, with one of the links in the -chain being fixed. 

Furthermore, a simple kinematic chain is defined as a kinematic chain composed exclusively of 

binary links, that is, links that connect exactly two other links (Ma]Llik et al., 1994). This thesis 

concentrates. on the synthesis of simple single-loop closed kinematic chains, or mechanisms. 

Mechanisms can be further classified according to the kinds of motion behavior they 

exhibit. A mechanism comprising links that move in planes parallel to the base plane and 

joints with axes that are strictly perpendicular to the base plane, is designated as a planar 

mechanism (McCarthy, 1990). If the joint axes intersect in a single point, thus forcing the 

links of the mechanism to rotate on concentric spheres about that point, the mechanism is 

called a spherical mechanism. ~ spherical mechanisms constitute special cases of spatial 
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mechanisms where the joint axes are skew to each other in space, allowing for general spatial 

motion. 

In addition to the orientation relationsh;p of the joints, motion of a given mechanism is 

related to the type or types of the kinematic pairs involved in its construction. There are six 

basic kinematic pairs: revolute (R), cylindrical (C), prismatic (P), spheric (S), screw or helix 

(H), and planar (P~,). If a single coordinate is sufficient for description of relative motion 

between a given pair of links, they are connected by a lower kinematic pair (Suh and 

Radcliffe, 1978). Such pairs have a single degree of freedom in contrast to higher pair 

connections that have more than one degree of freedom. The revolute pair, which is 

essentially a rotary hinge, and the prismatic pair, consisting of a linear slider, are examples of 

lower kinematic pairs. Normally,. higher pairs can be reduced to the equivalent series of lower 

pairs (Suh and Radcliffe, 1978). A cylindrical joint (C) is an example of a higher pair obtained 

by mounting a hinge on a slider such that the axis of the hinge is parallel to the direction of the 

slider (McCarthy, 2000). This joint has two degrees of freedom and can be considered as a 

combination of a revolute and a prismatic pair. 

In general,- mechanisms are used to accomplish one of the following tasks: function 

generation, path generation, or r.igid body guidance. The output motion of a mechanism 

designed for function generation is a function of the input motion. In the case of path 

generation, a point on a rigid body is guided by the mechanism through a sequence of points 

in space along a predetermined path. Finally, rigid body guidance, also -known as motion 

generation, is responsible for guiding a rigid body thr+~ugh a series of finitely separated 

positions in space, designated as precision points (Suh and Radcliffe, 1978).. 
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2.1 Spatial, 4C IViechanisms 

Spatial 4C mechanisms, investigated in this thesis, are simple closed kinematic chains 

consisting of four links connected by four cylindrical (C) kinematic pairs. They are formed 

when the floating links of 2 two jointed open CC chains are. rigidly connected to form a closed 

chain (McCarthy, 1995). In the case of motion generation, each open chain can be designed 

separately, provided that the floating links reach all of the prescribed design positions. The 

resulting spatial 4C mechanism has two degrees of freedom (McCarthy, 2000). 

In the design of planar linkages, application of the Burmester theory for four-position 

synthesis results in the cubic curve of center points and the associated set of circle points. The 

center points serve as the set of location of the fixed joints of the RR chain, while circle points 

provide choices. far location of the moving joints (McCarthy, 1994). In 1994 Murray and 

McCarthy demonstrated that Burmester's work could be general17ed to include spatial CC 

chains (Murray and McCarthy, i 994). The spatial triangle technique is used to generate a set 

of parameterized lin~;s that define the axes of the CC d~•ads that will guide the body. through 

the four spatial positions. This -set of lines is referred to as the fixed and moving congruences 

(Larochelle, ~ 1995). A compatible pair of ~ fixed and ~rioving axes retains a constant. normal 

distance and angle in each of the four design positions. In 1995 techniques for numerical 

determination of the congruences and for .selection of lines from them were derived by 

Larochelle (Larochelle, 1995). His work provides the computational basis for this research. 

Spatial 4C mechanisms synthesized _using these techniques can be successfully 

assembled in each of four design. positions. This method of selecting independent parameters 

from the fixed and moving congruences, however, does not eliminate mechanisms with circuit 
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or branch defects. Chase and Mirth define a circuit of a linkage as "all possible orientations of 

r the links, which can be realised without disconnecting any of .the joints" (Chase and Mirth, 

1993). ~If more than one assembly is required in order to guide a mechanism through the 

specified design positions, the mechanism suffers from a circuit defect. A branch is a distinct 

configuration of the mechanism associated with a given position of the input il.nk (Reinholtz et 

el, 1986). If more than one branch is associated with the prescribed design- positions, the 

mechanism suffers from branch defect. In this case, it is possible that, while passing through a 

set of positions, the mechanism may experience a change in branch and enter a singular 

configuration. This will .sometime cause the mechanism to fail because the input link is no 

longer capable of driving the output link (Tse, 2000). This research utilizes filtering algorithms 

-that eliminate mechanisms with circuit and branch defects from the solution space. 

2.2 Computer-Aided Mechanism Synthesis 

Starting in the early 1950s, the discipline of mechanism design has undergone dramatic 

changes. Following the introduction and relative availability of digital computers in industry 

and university engineering programs, computer-aided design techniques have assumed an ever 

more important position among. mechanism design tools (Erdman, 1985). 

2.2.1 Planar mechanism synthesis and analysis programs. 

Computer programs capable of mechanism analysis existed as early as 1951 (Kemler 

and -Howe, 195.1).. However, the first application used to synthesize mechanisms was 

introduced in 1959 by Freudenstein and Sandar (19.59). A ..punch card-driven IBM 650 
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computer was used to salve complex-number synthesis equations that resulted from 

reformulation of graphical-based techniques for computer solution in order to design path-

generating four-bar linkages. 

In the following two decades there has been an explosive growth in the number of 

computer-aided .mechanism design program. Such packages as IMP ~ (Sheth and Dicker, 

1972), ADAMS (C)rlandea and Chace, 1977) and DADS (VVehage and Haug, 1982) were 

developed for the task of mechanism analysis. In the area of mechanism synthesis a ~ special 

note should be given to K:INS~I`~, developed at M.I.T ir3 the early 197os (Rubel and Kaufman, 

1977). It is based upon computational principles outlined in the work of Freudenstein and 

Sandor (1959) and is the first program that used computer graphics to facilitate mechanism 

design. K:INSYN used refreshable vector display devices to display the result of the synthesis 

process ~a.nd allowed the users to graphically enter the design problem's pararx~eters. Some of 

the other significant programs that were developed during that time period include 

LINCAGES (Erdman and Gustafson, 1977), which emphasized interactivity in the design 

process, and RECSYN (Chuang et al., 1981), which used solution rectification in order to 

eliminate solutions with circuit defects by graphically identifying the problematic solution sets. 

The development of computer-aided mechanism design applications continues to be an 

important task in the area of kinematics and machine design. Networking has been 

implemented in the XLinkage program for Web-based analysis and simulation of planar 

mechanical systems (Katwyk -and Cheng, 1997). Unlike most other mechanism design 

applications, XLinkage accomplishes the mechanism analysis task through a collection of 

s~ utilities, which are executed on multiple computers throughout -the network. In 
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combination with mechanism design utilities, XLinkage emphasizes collaborative work among 

mechanism designers and distance learning students. 

RealisMe, by Vasiliu and Yannou(2001), relies on artificial neural networks to 

synthesize dimensions of path-generating planar mechanisms as an alternative to the traditional 

graphical and analytical methods. In this approach, a very large number of mechanism cases 

for random dimensional values are generated through kinematic simulations, and the cases are 

learned by the neural. network. Following the le g process, the network is capable of 

instantaneously producing an approximate solution to a given design problem, which then can 

be used in conventional dimensional optimization. 

2.2.2 Spatial mechanism synthesis and analysis program. 

.Spatial mechanisms can be used in manufacturing applications to provide a better 

alternative to electronically controlled multiple-input devices, such as robotic manipulators. 

Being purely mechanical .devices, spatial mechanisms are. less expensive, .more reliable and 

more .energy efficient (NTyklebust et al., 1985). hTevertheless, until . only a decade ago, the 

development of :such mechanical systems was hindered by the lack of appropriate mechanism 

design software applications. The primary difficulty involves specifying the spatial mechanism 

design problem on the computer and in the correct interpretation of the resultant spatial 

solutions. 

The earliest version of the spatial mechanism analysis program is the work by Coats 

and Cipra (Coats. and Cipra, 1983), completed in 1983, in which they concentrated on 

:animation of spatial linkages using IMP .(Integrated Mechanisms Program). Computer-aided 
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mecha~riism analysis was extended to mechanism synthesis in 1985 with the development of the 

MECSYN-IMP-A~tI~MEC (Myklebust ~ et al., 1985) software package. That work outlined 

some of the- fundamental components required for a successful spatial mechanism design 

program, such as a high level of interactivity, effective and easy to use graphical input, and 

animation output with automatic 3-D geometric modeling that emphasizes rapid evaluation of 

the results. Characteristics of a successful graphics input interface for spatial mechanism 

design task were further refined in the Mechin application, developed in 1988 (Thatch and 

Myklebust, 1988). Mechin emphasized easy entry of the design specifications, such as 

positions, orientations and connectivities of joints, and positions and orientations of the bodies 

involved in mechanism synthesis. . Input was achieved through an efficient layout of the 

screen, .graphical 3-D positioning cues, and the ability to create and delete joints and links at 

any time, instead of having to specify that data sequentially around the mechanism loop. 

The concepts outlines in the above-mentioned work became the foundations of the 

modern ~ spatial mechanism.. design program. In 1993, Spy, the first CAD program 

dedicated exclusively to the design of spherical four-bar mechanisms for rigid-body guidance 

was introduced (Larochelle et el, 1993). It provided such advanced features as three or four 

position mechanism synthesis, filters to eliminate most of the unusable mechanism 

configurations, and an intuitive user interface. To extend the range of potential users, it was 

later converted from an SGI workstation application into a Windows® program, resulting in 

SphinxPC (Ruth and McCarthy, 1997). 

In 1998 Larochelle introduced Spades (Larochelle, 1998), an SGI-based program for 

design of spatial 4C -mechanisms =for spatial rigid-body guidance tasks. Either three or four 
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desired locations can be used to generate the mechanism solutions. Later version of Spades 

gained the ability to .test the synthesized mechanisms for branch and circuit defects and to 

filter unacceptable linkage configurations. 

The functionality contained iii Sphinx, Sphinxl'C, and Spades applications was 

combined in the Osiris program, created in 20()0 by Larochelle and Tse (Tse, 2000). Osiris is 

capable of generating bath spherical and spatial mechanisms for two, three and four design 

positions. It offers advanced filtering techniques that have been extended to include three-

position synthesis. Furthermore, it is portable to several computer platforms and allows users 

to graphically place desired locations in space using a spaceball input device. 

2:2.3 Application of virtual reality to mechanism design. 

-The design of planar mechanisms is lunited to two-dimensional space, so the 

traditional hurrian-computer interfaces ~HCI~ of a monitor, a keyboard and a mouse are well 

suited for the task of the design problem parameter definition. However, operation of spatial 

mechanisms is associated with general ~ 3-D space, and usage of a traditional HCI, .even well 

designed, imposes artificial constraints - on the ability of the mechanism designers to correctly 

and efficiently specify the design problem and investigate the spatial mechanism synthesis 

results. F 

. Virtual reality provides a truly three-dimensional alternative to the traditional 

computer interface. Replacing ~ the mouse end the monitor with a position tracked stereo 

visual display and a position tracked -input device, VR allows the users to interact with the 

design problem by :moving. around and performing actions in 3-D space. The- potential of 
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using VR technology in the design of spatial mechanisms was first recognized in 1995 by 

Vance and Osborn (Osborn and Vance, 1995), when .the SphereVR program was created for 

analysis and synthesis of spherical 4R linkages. It required users to place coordinate frames 

on graphical representation of a sphere in the VR environment, The Newton-Raphson iterative 

approach was used to solve the non-linear equations, which resulted from Suh-and Radcliff's 

displacement matrix mechanism synthesis method (Osborn and Vance, 1995). 

Investigation of virtual reality as a medium for spherical mechanism synthesis 

continued in 1996 with the creation of VEl~~.ECS (Virtual Reality for MEChanism Synthesis) 

(Kraal, 1996). VEI~~tECS relied on Sphinx algorithms for its mechanism analysis and synthesis 

functionality and essentially became a virtual reality interface to the Sphinx program. 

Following evaluation of the effectiveness of a VR interface compared to .the traditional HCI 

methods (Evans et a1. 1999), in 1999 Furlong et al. developed Isis, as the next generation 

spherical mechanism design tool (Furlong et al., 1999). Isis introduced the `design in context' 

.approach to the design problem- definition, where digital models of the design part and of the 

work environment could be imported into the application and manipulated by the users instead 

of the conventional abstract coordinate frames. Areal world design task was investigated and 

the resulting mechanism built by the designers. 

In 2001, the spectrum cif VR-based mechanism design applications was expanded to 

include analysis and synthesis cif spatial 4C-_:.mechanisms, with the creation of the VRNETS 

program by Kihonge and Vance (~onge et al., 2~ 1). Spades computation routines were 

used to provide- the mechanism- synthesis functionality of Vh:NETS. .The program allowed 

users to investigate. the design parameters associated with spatial 4C mechanisms, such as the 
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input design positions and the congruence planes, in a 3-D environment. Additionally, it 

provided the option of networking several instances of the application in order to facilitate a 

collaborative design process. 

Operation and functionality of VRNETS has been explored by several mechanism 

designers. They discovered that while the program proved to be an effective tool in the 

synthesis and analysis of spatial 4C mechanisms, improvements and modifications to the 

program's structure and functionality were needed in order to take full advantage of the 

virtual reality design environment. The suggested changes were focused on improving the 

user interface, expanding the design problem specification functionality, providing higher 

degree- of flexibility while working with the application, and improving solution evaluation 

methods. This .thesis builds on the experience gained from operation of the V~:NETS 

program, and incorporates- the suggested changes into a new piece._ of software. New 

concepts and methods provide for a sign.if~cant improvement •over the previous spatial 

mechanism, design program. 
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CHAPTER 3.OPERATIONAL DETAILS OF VRSPATIAL 

VRSpatial has been developed at Iowa State University as a tool for the design of 

spatial 4C mechanisms in virtual reality environments. Computation routines from Florida 

Institute of Technology's SPADES software package (Larochelle, 1998) are implemented to 

perform mechanism synthesis .and analysis. VRSpatial is written in the C++ progr g 

language and uses the VRJuggler virtual reality software library {Bierbaum et al., 2001) and 

the SGI OpenGLT~"Application Program Interface (Woo et al., 1.999) for management of the 

VR environment and generation of computer graphics objects. 

VRSpatial can be utilized on a variety of virtual reality hardware architectures, 

including projection-based displays such as the CAVET~' and the 1VID Flex (Mechdyne, .2002) 

and helmet-mounted displays3 s~ Bch as the V 8 H~~I~ (~~irtual Research Systems, 2002). A 

wide array of tracking systems and input devices can also be used. The pri~~n~ary operating 

environment for. VRSpatial throughout its development process has been Iowa State 

University's C6 system. The C6 is a l 0'x 10'x 10' virtual reality room composed of six rear 

stereo- projective screens that surround the user to provide a fully il~nnersive experience 

(Figure 3.' l ). The C6 is powered by a Silicon Graphics' Qnyx2° computer with six Infinite 

Reality2TM graphics display generators, 24 R 12000 processors, and 12 gigabytes of memory. 

VRSpatial is designed to take full advantage of the. C6 hardware configuration, although it can 

also be used with other less powerful VR environments. 

This chapter describes the VRNETS program, which preceded this research work, the 

reasons for developing the VRSpatial application, the development process itself, and 
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VRSpatial's structure and functionality. The procedure f©r designing spatial 4C mechanisrr~ 

in a virtual reality environment is also outlined. 

Figure . l :Iowa State University's ~~ Facility. 

3.~ V~tSpatial Development background 

Kihonge and Vance (Kihonge et al., 2001 } developed VRNETS as the first application 

for design and analysis of spatial ~C mechanisms in virtual reality. VRNETS relied on 

Engineering Animation worldTool~it libraries (Engineering Animation, 1 ~~$) for simulation 

management and worldToolKit Inlrr~ersive Display option ~WT~IDo) libraries for 

management of the virtual reality environment. 1Vlechanism synthesis and analysis routines 

firom the SPADES program were used for computation tasks. VRNErI'S was designed to be 

displayed in the Iowa State University's C2 facility - a CAVE-like virtual reality room with 

three rear projection screens for each of the three walls and a direct projection screen for the 

floor. The C2 provided users with the ability to investigate the VR environment directly in 
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front of then-1, to the right, t~~ the lei ~~nd below. Ascension r~'echnoo~y '~~rpor~~tror~'s Fl~~c 

of Birds` magnetic tracking s~~stem .(Ascension, 1~ ~ was used to track the position and 

orientation of the user's head and the smut de~lice in the environment. The interaction 4~'as 

performed using a Fakespace PI~VTCHT~'1 dove (Fakesp~~ce 1 ~9~= that registered contact 

between user"s fingers to provide co~~~nnd input to the vRNETS application. 

The functionality o~ vRN~TS allowed the users to walk into the VR environment, 

define the mechanism design problem b}~ placing four instances of an object in the environment 

using natural three-dimensional hand nlovenlents, generate a solution, and ar~aly~e it. The c~ 

environment could accommodate multiple users at once, thus allow n several mechanism 

designers to participate in the design process (Figure 3.?). In addition, some networking 

functionality was i.mplernented in vRNFTS, providing the users at remote sites with the ability 

to collaborate in the design of spatial 4~ mechanisms. 

Figure 3.?: vR~1ETS in the C? Facility. 
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The VRNETS application has proven to be an effective tool in the process of 

designing spatial 4C mechanisms. Nevertheless, during the operation and evaluation of the 

program, users have offered several suggestions for .its improvement. These suggestions 

included changing and expanding the interaction functionality and making the mechanism 

design process more flexible and efficient. One of the most obvious drawbacks of the 

application was the inability to Investigate the design space in its entirety, since the C2 could 

not provide the users with a view of the space above and behind them. This limitation is most 

clearly apparent when users view and select sets of congruence planes. These planes are 

spatial in position and orientation and can be distributed throughout the whole design space. 

Even though the users could. reposition the VE in order to view previously hidden 

components in the environment, they expressed the desire to be fully surrounded with the 

design space. 

VRSpatial was designed for display in ally in~~unersive VR systems. Moving the 

application to the C6 provided a fully enclosed virtual environment, surrounding the user with 

stereo computer images during the spatial mechanism aesign process. The move to the C6 

necessitated. a change in software from the World Tool Kit-based VRNETS to ~VRJuggler. 

VRJuggler has full support far- the C6 system. In addition, VRJuggler provides the ability to 

utilize a wide variety of VR systems, from desktop displays to HMDs to CAVETMs. In order 

to take full advantage of VRJuggler's capabilities and to accommodate changes suggested by 

the users, a decision was made to create a new version of the software for design and analysis 

of spatial 4C mechanism in virtual reality. The new application would retain the core features 

of VRNETS but include additional functionality, which would provide the designers with 
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more information throughout the design process. Additionally, new and improved mechanism 

computation routines from Florida Institute of Technology were to be implemented. 

3.2 Intcraction Methods in VRSpatial 

The prunary interaction device in the C6 system is the wireless wand. The wand has 

two push buttons and a pad that provides four additional push selectors (Figure 3.3). A six 

degree of freedom position sensor is attached to the wand. Another position sensor is attached 

to a pair of NuVision shutter glasses. The position and orientation information from- the two 

sensors are relayed to the application via a wireless data transmitter. This information is then 

used to compute the- images displayed on the walls of the C6 with correct perspective for the 

user with the tracked glasses and to determine if there is interaction between the wand and the 

virtual objects. In order to provide a visual representation of the wand in the VR 

environment,. a semitransparent cube is drawn to appear at the tip of the wand. Objects that 

can be manipulated with the wand will be affected only if they are located within the selection 

cube. To access regions of the virtual environment located beyond the physical space of the 

C6, a simple navigation method has been implemented. By depressing the bottom section of 

the mouse pad (button 5) on the wireless wand, users can translate in the direction that the 

wand is pointing. 
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Figure ~ , ~ : V~ire less l~F wand. 

VI~.Spatial provides a wide variety of functionalit}~j options to the users. To allow for 

an effective way to access that functionality, a system of virtual menus has been developed. A 

dedicated menu object class and a set of associated functions provide the users with menus 

that can be dynamically created, reconfigured, and deleted during the program's execution. 

This allows for a higher degree of flexibility compared to the traditional VR menu systems 

that rely an static texture-mapped objects to represent the menus and, thus, cannot be easily 

changed while the program is running. 

The. main menu system can be displayed at any time during the program's execution by 

depressing button ? an the wireless wand. The location of a menu is determined fra~~ the 

position and orientation of the wand, so that the menu appears attached to the wand. This 

allows the users to keep the menu system from being obstructed by the objects in the 

environment. Vince a menu is displayed, the primary function of the wand buttons is to allow 
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navigation within the menu system presented in Appendix ~. wand butt ons ~ and are 

used to toggle between the available menus, and buttons 3 and ~ are used to scroll up and 

down within the current menu, The current selection is identified with. a marker drawn to the 

left of the selected option in the menu (Figure 3.4}. once the desired option 1s selected, 

button 1 or the wand's trigger will activate that menu option. 

Figure ~.~: V'RSpatial Main Menu, 

3.~ Definition of the Design Problem 

Four precise positions must be specified In order to define a spatial ~C mechanism 

design task. Continuing the `design in context' approach of psis and VRNE'I'S, VRSpatial 

allows the users to load and manipulate models of an object in the VR environment instead of 

working with abstract coordinate systems. The desired object is selected in the `~.oad 

Movable' file menu. once the file is loaded, four copies of the object are introduced into the 

environment by successively pressing button 3 on the wand, When the button is depressed, a 
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semitransparent copy of the object model appears attached to the wand. Figure 3.5 shows a 

user in the virtual environment introducing the design abject rota each of the four positions. 

~4~avabl~ 
X: ~ 
~': :~'t tom. 

~.~~ 
Pitch: -7.5 
~'a~: 8. 

Figure 3.~: t~bject IVlanipulation in VRSpatial. 

each object can then be placed in a desired location by maving the wand andlor 

navigating and then releasing the button. The object turns opaque when placed in its static 

condition. Each object is numbered according to the order in which it was introduced into the 

environment. The objects can be .repeatedly selected and repositioned by placing the wand 

selection cube over the origin of the object's coordinate system and depressing the trigger 

button. wring the selection phase, the position of .the object with respect to the wand is 

preserved while the part is repositioned instead of `snapping' the model to the coordinate 

system of the wand. These adjustments can take place before the next object in the design 

sequence is introduced into the environment. Additionally, the orientation of the object 
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around a single coordinate axis can be adjusted by grabbing the sphere located at the end of 

that coordinate axis and rotating the wa~~d around the axis. 

In order to counter possible imperfections ~n the tracing system as well as the 

inherent inaccuracy of the user's hand motions, the location of each object Can be also 

adjusted numerically by repeatedly incrementing or decrementing one of the position 

parameters (i.e. x, y, or z-coordinate) by a small value. 'his option is available once all of the 

four design positions have been defined. The option is utilised by depressing button ~ while 

selecting an object. The user is then presented with the position adjustment menu where he or 

she can select the desired parameter, increase or decrease its value by pressing the right and 

left mouse pad sections respectively, and then either accept or discard the changes (figure 

3.~j. 

Figure 3.~: Numerical Adjustment of the design Positions. 
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The user is made aware of the precise numerical values describing the position and 

orientation of each abject through aheads-up display. Whenever an object is selected, 

information about the object's number in the design sequence and its XYZ coordinates along 

with rotations around the XYZ axis are displayed in front of the user's eyes. Positional data 

from the user's tracked glasses is used to place the text objects, containing the information, 

several feet away from the glasses. ThP information is dynamically updated as the object is 

being manipulated (Figure 3 . S) . 

In order to provide fc~r maxir~~~rr~ flexibility while defining the design problem, the 

position sequence can be reset by the user and redefined by selecting the objects in the desired 

succession. In addition, an instance of the abject can be deleted at any time and subsequently 

reintroduced into the environment. The sequence numbers are adjusted to account for the 

changes. 'The representation of the objects' coordinate systems can be hidden once 

satisfactory locations have been defined, eliminating unnecessary geometry from the design 

environment and allowing for better visual analysis of the synthesized mechanism. 

Since areal-life mechanism is likely to operate in a physical environment where 

constraints will most likely limit its range of motion or affect the precise path that the moving 

part should take, a model of the working environment can be loaded as well. In this case, the 

models of static objects in the environment are loaded and initially appear at the origin of the 

world coordinate system. Once they are introduced into the virtual design space, these 

models can be manipulated in the -same rr~anner as the input design positions if the default 

location is not satis actory. 
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knee the four design pc~siti©ns have been specl~ied, users have the c~ptic~n cif generating 

the s~~lut~pn t~ the given n~c~~tis~n generati~~n task. The set ~~ all p«ssible sc~lutic~ns tc~ t e 

mechanism syntheses prc~blern can be represented b}~ either the fixed and moving cc~ngruenees 

(Larc~ehelle, 1 ~~5 ~ car the guide map. 

. . ~ngruence planes. 

The congruences are infinite sets of lines that lie i.n planes and define the fixed and 

moving axes of the joints ~f a spatial 4C mechanism capable ~t guiding a b~~dy through the 

four c~etined design positions in space. They are represented in the virtual environment by 

finite-sized red and yellow planes that correspond tc~ the fixed and moving congruences 

respectively (Figure ~.7j. 

Figure ~.7: Fixed and llr~oving ~c~ngruences in vRSpatial. 
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The moving congruences define joint locations of the mechanism assembled in the first 

design position. since the moving axes of the joints occupy various positions as the 

mechanism moves, the default location for display of the moving congruences is their location 

as the mechanism is configured in the first design position. The design positions define the 

location of the congruence planes. 

A generator line is associated with each congruence plane and has the same color 

designation as the plane. Every line that. lies within: the given congruence plane and is .parallel 

to the generator line associated with that plane is a valid congruence line. Congruence lines 

are associated in pairs. One fixed congruence corresponds to only one moving congruence and 

one pair of fixed and moving congruence lines defines a CC dyad of a mechanism with axes 

that will maintain constant normal distance and relative angle in all of, the four prescribed 

design positions. Two CC dyads fully define a mechanism. Therefore, the user must select two 

congruences to define the mechanism. 

Once the set of congruence planes is displayed in the environment, the user defines 

either the driving or the driven dyad of the mechanism by choosing the appropriate option 

from a menu. Selection of a congruence line is performed by intersecting the selection cube 

with a generator line in either a fixed or a moving congruence plane and pressing the trager 

button. The generator line in the given plane and the. compatible line from the other set of 

congruence planes change their colors - to either green or blue. If the driving dyad is being 

designed, then the lines are colored green. If the driven dyad is being defined, then the lines 

are colored blue. The second dy~.d of the rr~echanism is defined in the similar fashion. The 

selection procedure can A be repeated until a good solution is obtained. At that point the 
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designed mechanism can then be displayed in the design environment by selecting the "Show 

Linkage" option from the menu. . 

Since there is an infinite number of valid ~;ongruence lines, an arbitrary line within a 

congruence plane, other than the default generator line, can be selected. This is achieved by 

depressing button 3 on the wand while intersecting the selection cube with a generator line 

and then moving the wand in space, changing the location of the congruence line within the 

plane. The button is released at the desired location and the corresponding congruence line is 

displayed. 

. If the available fixed and moving congruences are found unsatisfactory, there might 

arise the need to create a new set of solutions by modifying one or more of the initial design 

positions. As the design positions of the object .are moved, the congruence planes are 

dynamically recalculated and redisplayed. 

3.4.2 Guide map. - 

The guide map is an alternative representation of the solution space. It is a two-

dimensional color-coded plot, which allows mechanism. designers to generate a mechanism 

with a single selection from the plot, while providing information about the type of mechanism 

that is being synthesized. In order to generate a guide map, the problem is solved and' a set of 

the fixed and moving congruence lines is .generated as usual but not displayed in the 

environment. As mentioned earlier, selecting two congruence lines selects the two CC dyads 

of the spatial 4C mechanism. These two independent selections can be mapped to the ~- and 

Y-axes of the guide map. In addition, each possible solution is classified according to the 
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mechanism type of its spherical image - a spherical four-bar mechanism with link long the equal 

to the angular twist of the links of the spatial 4C mechanism that is being considered 

(McCarthy, ZC~O~~. A calar chart is displayed alongside the wide snap to help designers in the 

mechanism identification process {Figure 3.8). 

1'~i t l k ~Z c~~: ker 
~OC~~r ~,.~1'~1~~ 

G r~shoi' Llbl. Rc;~r. 
~ I~c~~~b1e Crank 

Non-~sr~shol' 
~al~e ~ car _~ 
IZI~.U~~b «~ ~~~_ ~~ ~ . 

# --F~ldi_~~g F~7t~r-~~r _ -~~~ 
~~ I~ ite -~~ ~. : . __~_ .~ 
■ Noy ~ Four-Bar 

Figure ~.8: Guide Map. 

when it is initially introduced into the design environment, the wide map is positioned 

several feet away from the user's eyes. Its location and orientation can then be altered by 

depressing button 3 on the wand and moving the wand in space. In artier to select a point an 

the guide map the user presses the trigger button. Alaser-life pointer is drawn from the tip of 

the wand and the selection is perf©r~ned by iratersecting the pointer with the guide r~1ap at a 

desired location and releasing the trigger. ~'he selected point is identified with two 

intersecting lines and the corresponding mechanism is automatically synthesized and displayed 

in the environment, Selection from the guide map can be performed repeatedly until a 

satisfactory mechanism is obtained. 
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Furthermore, the solutions presznted on the guide map can be . filtered in order to 

eliminate mechanisms with branch and circuit defects. The circuit defect is present when a 

mechanism has to be disassembled and then reasse~~bled in order to reach all of the desig n 

locations (Tse, ~OU~). A mechanism suers from ~. branch defect if it enters a singular 

configuration where the input link is not capable of driving the mechanism (Tse, ?t~~t~). 

Filters can be applied to the guide map by selecting the appropriate menu option. Paints on 

the guide map that correspond to the mechanisms with these defects are spawn dimmed on 

the guide map. In Figure 3.9, most of the guide mapped solutions would exhibit branch ar 

circuit defects as indicated by the large dirr~med areas on the map. 

~ r~~i~k ~Zc~~k~i• 
Rc~ckcr t~`~'Zr~ k 
~r~~s}got' ~l?1. Kc;l:r. 
I.~c~c.ibl4 C~r~nl~. 
N can -C_1 rasht~f' 
~~r~ llc~c~~rt~.~r~ ~ -. a. 
IZhc~z~~~lls _„ ~. 

~--~Uldng_ ~etTr-~3~r --.__ 
~ --1te ~~: - ~ . ___ _ _._ ~ .- 
~ I'~ot a ~ot~r-Rani 

Figure ~.9: wide Map with Applied Filters. 

3.x.3 Simultaneous interaction with congruences and guide map. 

V~hile the guide map contains valuable data regarding the type of mechanism that is 

being synthesized and the possible defects, it lacks the three-dimensional information 

associated with congruence planes drawn in the design environment. Therefore, an option is 
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provided to display and interact with the congruences and the wide nzap simultaneously. 

selection from the congruence planes is performed in the usual fashion. when a driving dyad 

is selected from the congruence planes, this corresponds to selecting a value along the x-axis 

of the wide map, and a red vertical line is drawn on the wide map. ~ horizontal line is drawn 

if ~~ driven dyad is selected from the congruence planes {Figure ~. to}. 

R~~:k~r ~'r:r ~l: 

~.t-~~~--.~._ 

■ hats _ t~ 

Figure ~.lo: Interaction with ~on~ruences and the Guide I~ap. 

~'he intersection point of the two Imes on the guide map identifies a valid mechanism 

solution. This solution is identical to the selection from the congruence planes. C)nce desired 

dyads are identified, the mechanism can be displayed in the envir©nment with the "Show 

Linkage" menu option. 
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If the wand trigger is pressed ~~-bile either in the driving or the driven dyad selection 

bode, but no generator line is detected within the vicinity of the wand, the application 

switches into the guide map selection mode - a laser pointer is drawn and a point on the guide 

map is selected as usual. In this case, the corresponding lines within the congruence planes 

are determined and colored. according to driven or driving dyad selection, and the mechanism 

is synthesized and displayed in the environment. 

Furthermore, the mechanism identification and filtering functionality of the guide map 

has been extended to the fixed and moving congruences. If this option is enabled, selection of 

the fast dyad of the mechanism from one of the congruence planes will cause the rest of the 

planes to become color-coded. The color of each plane corresponds to the type of the 

mechanism that will be synthesized if the second dyad is selected from the given plane (Figure 

3.11). 

Figure 3.11: Color-Coded Congruence Planes. 
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With filtering enabled, the congruence planes will also be either semitransparent or 

opaque, corresponding to mechanisms with and without defects respectively. This capability 

to interact with the guide map and congruence .planes simultaneously provides the designer 

with increased flexibility in choosing a final solution. 

3.5 Three Position Mechanism Synthesis 

Four fully-defined design positions are required in order to generate the sets of fixed 

and moving congruence planes and the associated guide map. The generated solution space 

provides many possible mechanism solutions to guide the work part through the four given 

positions. However, when a spatial mechanism is being designed to accomplish areal-world 

task, such as transporting a part from one machining- station to another station in the 

environment of a manufacturing plant, quite -often only two out of four positions are critical 

during the transportation phase. These positions wo~ald represent the initial location and 

orientation of the work part at the first machining station and the final location at the station 

where the part is being :placed. The .other two design positions are arbitrarily placed by a 

mechanism designer in order to completely. define the design problem. V~hile the two 

additional positions provide some information about the desired path that the work part will 

follow once the mechanism is a:riimated, it is feasible to assume that there are situations -where 

having four positions simultaneously displayed in the design environment would have little or 

no benefit to the designer. In order to account for such situations and to provide mechanism 

designers with another tool in mechanism synthesis process, VRSpatial has an option to 

synthesize a valid spatial 4C mechanism using only three of the initial design positions. 
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In order to generate a spatial CC dyad compatible with three given design positions, 

.either the .fixed or the moving axis of the dyad has to be defined in space by the user. These 

user-defined axes are called design axes. The corresponding second axis (moving or fixed, 

respectively) of the dyad is then computed. Since two dyads are necessary in order to fully 

define a spatial 4C mechanism, the designer has to locate two design axes in the virtual 

environment. Once animated, the resulting mechanism will guide the part through positions 1, 

2, and 3 . 

The process is initiated by selecting the Three-Position Synthesis option. from the 

Position Synthesis menu. No valid parameters for the two design axes have been specified by 

the user at this point. To begin the design process, the fixed driving axis is placed through the 

point (0.0, 0.0, 0.0), with a direction vector of { -1.0, 0.0, 1.0 } . This axis is represented in the 

virtual environment as a solid wide line of green color. Similarly, the driven dyad's fixed axis 

is placed through the point (0.0, 1.0, 0.0), with a direction vector of { 1.0, 0.0, 1.0 } . It is 

drawn in a solid blue color. The spatial 4C linkage that results from these axes choices is also 

displayed in the environment. Simultaneously, the user is .presented with a menu that can be 

used ~ to adjust the. location and direction of the two axes if necessary, and aheads-up display, 

where these parameters are shown. If the user chooses to design using the moving .axes or a 

.combination of moving and fixed axes, then the menu allows the user to change the design 

axes to the desired type. If the moving axes are the design axes, they are .represented by a 

stippled pattern. As these changes are being made, the linkage is re-computed and re- 

displayed in the environment. 
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Instead of using the menu a manual line adjustment mode is provided. Each design axis 

is r~~anipulated by intersecting the selection cube with the axis' graphical representation and 

depressing. the trigger on the wand. By moving the .wand, the desired location and orientation 

of the .design axis in space are then set by the user. As in the case of the menu-assisted 

adjustment process, the numerical information is made available through the heads-up display. 

If a moving axis of a dyad is desired instead of the fixed one and vice versa, the axis type can 

be toggled by intersecting. the selection cube with the axis and pressing button 3 on the wand. 

The graphical representation of the axis is updated accordingly. (solid vs. stippled). Again, the 

linkage is re-computed in real time as these adjustments are made. In order to terminate the 

Dual adjustment mode, the main menu button is pressed (button 2). The three-position 

synthesis menu is displayed, and the user can either continue adjustments using the menu or 

confirm the new parameters and quit. 

3.6 Mechanism Evaluation 

once a .spatial 4C mechanism is synthesized and displayed in the design environment, 

designers can investigate the mechanism by moving around in the virtual reality system or 

using the navigation option of VRSpatial. The mechanism is drawn. using a set of cylinders 

that represent the axes and.. the links of the mechanism. In order to draw part of the mechanism 

geometry in the VR environment, a cylinder of unit height and diameter is translated, rotated 

and scaled according to the computed location and orientation of a given axis or link. 

Different segments of the mechanism can be color-coded according to their functionality by 

selecting the Color Linkage option from the Preferences menu. The driving link is drawn in 
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green and the driven link is drawn in red. The fixed link, the coupler, and the coupler 

attachment are drawn in the default gray color. 

To verify that the synthesized mechanism is capable of completing the task for which it 

was designed, that is, moving the object through the three or four design positions, the 

mechanism can be animated by the user. The animation is performed by incrementally varying 

the two input parameters of the driving link: the input angle and the input displacement. The 

positions of the mechanism links are calculated for each set of input parameters and .then used 

to draw the mechanism in the VR environment. 

The animation process is initiated by selecting the .appropriate option from the 

' tion menu. Once the mechanism is animated, users can observe its operation and check 

for collisions between parts of the mechanism and between the mechanism and the 

environmental objects. During animation, the objects displayed at .the input design positions 

are drawn semi-transparent, while the object attached to the coupler is drawn opaque. The 

animation speed can be changed by selecting the `Adjust Speed' option and wand buttons 4 

and 6 can - be used to accelerate or decelerate the animation respectively. . Change in the 

animation speed is achieved by varying the incremental values for the driving link input 

parameters. The animation can be also reversed. Furthermore, users have the ability to 

constrain one of the input parameters and investigate the behavior of the linkage when only 

the input translation or only the input rotation are being varied. 

Once an acceptable mechanism is synthesized, it can be saved to an output data file. 

-This. is done by selecting the `Save Linkage' option in the File menu. A dedicated folder 

within .the VRSpatial installation directory is used to store the mechanism files. The files are 
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numbered sequentially as they are being saved by the program. During a save, the folder is 

scanned for the presence of the existing files- and the next available file number is assigned to 

the current mechanism file, i.e. "linkage7.vrnets". The user is then presented with a message 

that confirms the save and provides the number of the file. An existing file can be opened by 

choosing the `Load Linkage' option and then selecting one of the available. file .names. The 

.data file contains all of the relevant information associated with a linkage, including the axis 

and links: parameters, .mechanism type, design positional parameters, and animation data. 

When a data file is loaded into .the design environment, the state of the design session is 

restored to its- precise state at the time of the save, except for the models of the work object 

located at the design positions. The design positions at this time are represented by simple 

coordinate systems, and the object models can be re-introduced into the environment by 

loading one of the available geometry files. If a linkage file could not be successfully loaded by 

the application, for example, because of the invalid file contents. or insufficient file access 

privileges, the appropriate message is generated for the users. 

If the user desires to investigate a new design problem, the Clear Universe option can 

be chosen- frorrl the File menu. All of the vRSpatial state variables are reset to the. default 

values, and the environment is cleared of the existing objects and prepared for the next design 

session. 

3.7 Speech Control 

The vRSpatial application has significantly more tools and design options when 

compared to the original vRI~►`ETS program. Most of the program's functionality is heavily 
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dependent upon input from the users. The main interaction method is via the menu system, 

described previously. While VRSpatial menus provide complete control over the application's 

operation, often the user is required to rriake several consecutive selections from interlinked 

.menus to access a .certain function. One such case is aninn.ation speed adjustment, where three 

menu choices are required in .sequence to accelerate movement of - the mechanism: 

"Animation"~"Adjust Speed"-~"Go Faster". Each selection requires a certain amount of 

time to move through the menu system .and select the desired option. Changing the hierarchy 

of the menu system would reduce the number of consecutive selections, but it would also lead 

to overly cluttered menus, increase in navigation time, and, ultimately, reduction in the 

interaction efficiency. A speech control interface has been .implemented instead to provide an 

alternative method to control the VRSpatial application... 

A dedicated Windows°  computer is responsible for providing the speech recognition 

capabilities. It runs a speech interface that has been created with IBM ViaVoice~"" for 

Windows°  Release 8 Professional Edition, IBM alphaWorks Speech for Java and the 

omniORB2 version 2.8 of the CORBA standard. Audioinput to the computer is provided via 

a wireless microphone warn by the user while interacting with the program. The 

microphone's stationary receiver is located in -the C6 facility, so the audio signal is routed to 

-the speech recognition station via a system of communication hardware and software 

components, -called Matrix, that provides the ability to direct video and audio signals between 

components of the system. This. system. is also used to .feed the- audio output from the speech 

interface into the C6 speaker system. A local area network (LAN) is used to corrununicate the 
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recognized speech commands to the SGI machines responsible for operation of the main 

VRSpatial application. 

If the speech recognition functionality is desired during a mechanism design session, 

the VRSpatial application is executed nosy. Once the application is running, the user starts 

the speech recognition client on the Windows® computer. In order to provide the user with 

the ability. to remotely control the operation of the Windows® machine from the C6 facility, 

Virtual Network Computing (VNC) from AT&T Laboratories has been installed on the 

machine. Once the speech recognition client has successfully .established a data connection 

with the VRSpatial ..application, an appropriate message is generated on the SGI machine. At 

this point, -the ~ system is ready for voice conunands. The voice. control can be toggled at any 

time by selecting the "Voice Control" option from the "Preferences" menu in VRSpatial. 

During operation of the speech interface, the numerical value. of the current level of 

the input audio signal is continuously displayed on the Windows® machine and used to 

confirm correct operation of the system. If the user issues a valid VRSpatial command, the 

speech interface generates a message, ident~g the corned, and sends a set of arguments 

to . the appropriate .function within VRSpatial. The .set of arguments is analyzed and the 

appropriate actions are .undertaken in order to fulfill the user's request. In some cases these 

. actions are the same that take place when a menu selection is made, while in other cases, a 

different combination of actions has to be executed. The latter situation might occur when a 

conunand is being executed that would otherwise be available .only after several consecutive 

selections from the menu system with certain actions taking place after each selection. 
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The main purpose of the speech interface implementation in the VRSpatial application 

is simplification of the interaction method. The ability to control the application using the 

existing set of menus is preserved, even though most off' the menu system functionality could 

be effectively supplied with the speech interface. Speech control provides the application 

users with the option to access almost any point in the menu selection sequence with a single 

sentence, greatly improvitlg the interaction efficiency. details of the implementation of the 

speech control will be presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS OF VRSPATIAL 

VRSpatial is written in the C++ programming language. OpenGLT"" API (Woo et al., 

.1999) and the VRJuggler virtual reality software library (Bierbaum et al., 2001) aze used to 

generate the computer graphics objects and to manage the VR environment. Synthesis and 

analysis of mechanisms is based on computation routines from SPADES software .package 

(Larochelle, 1998). This chapter outlines the implementation details of the VRSpatial 

application. 

4.1 Menu System 

A stand-alone menu object class and functions have been developed. This menu class 

has the ability to initiali~.e a new instance of the menu object or change contents of an existing 

menu object at any point in the program's execution, except when the menu is being displayed 

in the VR environment. The ability to change the menu object's content at runtime is used in 

VRSpatial to update the information displayed in the file manipulation menu to reflect the 

current state of the system's directories. 

During the initialization phase a title is assigned to the menu. The menu contents are 

built by specifying the string designator associated with each option ("Confirm", "Load", 

etc:). The options are numbered. sequentially as they are being-added to the menu object. The 

menu object is automatically resized in order to accommodate the title and option names of 

different lengths .and different number of options. The- menu geometry in the VR environment 

is created using OpenGL primitives and the GLF library (Podobedov, 2002). GLF allows for 
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display of two- and three-dimensional text in OpenGL, with a variety of supported fonts and 

display options. In order to attach the menus to the wand in the VR environment, the 4x4 

transformation matrix associated with the position and orientation of the wand is post- 

multiplied by a translation transformation _matrix, -which moves the menu several feet away 

from the wand. GLF-based text is also used to generate the heads-up display that provides 

positional information of the objects to users. 

4.2 Object Manipulation 

Such graphical entities in the VRSpatial environment as the design objects and the 

environmental objects are generated using geometry files saved in the Videoscape 3D Object 

File Format (.geo). A dedicated VRJuggler file loader loads the geometry files. Once loaded 

into the application, a (.geo) file becomes one of the attributes of the `object' class. In 

addition to the geometry data, the `object' class contains such inf®rmation as the X, Y and Z 

coordinates of the object in the VR environment, its rotation angles around each of the 

coordinate axes, its design sequence number, its status -- selected- or not, etc. Every effort 

was made to rrLake the _.manipulation of the objects to be as close to real-world interaction as 

possible. At the time the object is introduced into. the environment, its 4x4 transformation 

matrix is .set to the values provided by the wand's transformation matrix, causing the object to 

appear `attached' to the wand. Once released, the object can be repeatedly `grabbed' or 

selected ~ by the user. During- each selection and subsequent- repositioning of the object, its 

current location and orientation .with respect to the wand is preserved. The following formula 
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is used at the selection moment to determine the relative 4x4 transformation matrix, [Mrei], 

which represents the location of the object in wand's coordinate system: 

where [MW ~~] is a 4x4 transformation matrix representing the location of the wand in the C6 

coordinate system at the selection time (provided by the position tracker) and [Mob;] is a 4x4 

transformation matrix representing the location of the object in world coordinates. at the 

selection time (stored in the `object' class). 

The inverse of the [MW_~,] matrix is calculated using VRJuggler matrix manipulation 

functions. Once the [MreiJ matrix is determined, the [M~,;] matrix is continuously updated 

while the object is being adjusted using the following expression: 

where [M,,,a„d] is a 4x4 transformation matrix representing the current location of the wand in 

the C6 coordinate system (continuously provided by the position tracker). 

A similar formula is used to calculate the location of the wand in the object's 

coordinate system. This is used when the user rotates the object around a single axis, to 

ensure that the. physical motion of the wand with respect to the object realistically corresponds 

to the changes in angles of the object's rotations around its axes. 

Navigation in VRSpatial is provided by applying a global transformation matrix [Mnav] 

before any of the world's objects are drawn. As long as the navigation button is depressed 

(button 5), the translational component of the [M~a~] matrix is changed by a small fixed value 

every time a frame is rendered (Equation 4.3). 

[Mnav] _ ~Mshift] ~~nav~ (4.3) 
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where [MS~~.] is a 4x4 matrix containing translation transformation in the direction opposite to 

the wand's direction. This creates the illusion of `flying' forward. At the program's startup, 

or after a navigation reset, the coordinate systems of the virtual world and the C6 are 

collinear, but once the user has navigated from the starting point, direct utilization of the 

wand's and objects' transfo~tion matrices can no longer be used in the selection process. In 

this situation, additional calculations are performed in order to account for the shift in 

coordinate systems: 

where [M,,,a„d]' is a 4x4 transformation matrix representing the location of the wand in the 

shifted world coordinate system, [M,~„] is the navigation matrix, and [M,,,a„d] is a 4x4 

transformation matrix representing the location of the wand in the C6 coordinate system 

(provided by the position tracker). 

4.3 Congruence Generation and Interaction 

The result of the congruence computation process is a set of directed screw lines 

combined in groups of four .,pairs of parallel lines. Figure 4.1 depicts a directed screw line, 

y 

which is, essentially, a line. in space, defined by two vectors: the unit directional vector S and 

y 

the moment vector of the line with respect to the origin of the local coordinate system So

.y ~► 

(Tse, 2000). The moment is defined as So = c x S , where c is a vector from the origin to any 

point on the directed screw line. These two parameters are also known as the Plucker 

coordinates of the line (McCarthy, 2000) and can be written in the following way: 
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Figure 4.1: Directed Screw Line S. 

Every pair of parallel directed screw lines. uniquely defines a plane in space. 

Consequently, every eight directed screw lines will define four .planes in space, two of .which 

are the fixed congruence planes and two are the moving. congruence planes. The number of 

these groups of screw lines, and, therefore, the total number of congruence planes displayed in 

the environment, is determined by the solution to the mechanism synthesis problem and 

depends on the initial input parameters —the. location and orientation of the design objects. 

Every pair of directed screw lines is processed in order to obtain the four vertices of 

the polygon that will represent the congruence plane in .the environment, and to calculate 

coordinates of the normal to the plane and the vertices of the plane s generator line. Since the 

congruences are infinite planes, the size of their .polygonal representations is set in the 

program at a predefined value that allows fore relatively- unobstructed display of multiple 

congruence planes. The congruence polygons and the generator lines are drawn using 
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OpenGL pr ves, with fixed congruences rendered in red color and mavir~g can~rue-aces 

rendered in yellow color.. 

If a congruence line other than the default generator line is being selected Pram either 

the fixed or the n~aving congruence- planes, its location within a congruence plane is 

deter~r~~ined by projecting the paint associated with the wand's location, w, perpendicularly 

onto the plane, resulting in paint w ̀  (Figure 4.2). 

-- -. 

Figure 4.2: Selection of an Arbitrary Congruence Line. 

Displacement vector d ,normal to the default generator line, is computed and used to 

determine a Heal vector ~ , To complete the new congruence line's definition, its unit 

~. 
directional vector S'` is set equal to the unit directional vector S of the plane's generator lines

and its moment vector S~~' is computed using forrr~ula So = (''x S`' . Since there is a one-to-

one correspondence between the fixed and the moving congruences, the second congruence 
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plane and, thus, the direction of the second axis of the CC dyad is known. The dyadic 

dimensional synthesis technique for three spatial positions is then used to find the location of 

the second congruence line in that plane (Larochelle and Vance, 2000. 

4.4 Guide Map Generation and Interaction 

In order to utilize the guide map in the design process, the fixed and moving 

congruences are calculated as usual. .Every possible combination of the driving and driven 

dyads, associated with the computed _congruences, is then analyzed and the type of the 

corresponding mechanism is determined. The mechanism type information is stored in a data 

matrix. For N congruence planes, the size of the matrix is N x N. A second N x N data matrix, 

which identifies whether the mechanism has passed the circuit and branch defect filters, is 

computed at this point as well. The guide map is drawn as a square of a predefined size 

consisting of N x N square polygons, rendered next to each other using OpenGL primitives. 

The color of each polygon is determined by the -type of the corresponding mechanism stored 

in the ..matrix. The guide map key identifying mechanism types according to color is created 

using GLF text and OpenGL primitives and displayed next to the guide map for user 

reference. As previously described, the selection from. the guide map is done with aLaser-like 

pointer extending from the wand. If the wand's button is released while the pointer is 

intersecting the guide map, the point of intersection is computed by projecting the point 

associated with the wand's position with respect to the coordinate system of the guide map 

onto the plane of the guide map itself along the pointer .direction. The mechanism, associated 

with the selected location on the guide map, is computed and displayed in the .environment. 
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4.5 Combined Interaction with the Guide I~Zap and the Congruences 

Any point on a guide map uniquely defines a set of fixed and moving axes for the two 

CC dyads of the mechanism. Following selection of a point on the guide map, its index 

identifications in the guide map data array can be determined. The two indices correspond to 

the- location of the desired axes data for the driving and driven dyad within the fixed and 

moving congruence data arrays. This information is then retrieved and used to generate the 

linkage. To combine the display of the guide map with the congruences, the indices are used 

to locate the corresponding congruence planes in the VR environment and the color of the 

corresponding generator lines is changed. 

similarly, if a congruence plane is selected, its index is used to identify either the 

column or the row in the guide map data array corresponding to either the driving or the 

driven dyad selection. All data points contained in the identified column or the row will be 

drawn red on the guide map, resulting in a vertical or a horizontal line. This approach is also 

used for mechanism type identification and filtering .options in the congruence planes. 

Following a single selection from the congruences, all data points contained in the associated 

.column or row of the guide map data array are checked for the mechanism type identifier and 

the filtering flag. This information is then used to assign appropriate mechanism type colors 

to the congruence planes in the VR environment. 

4.6 Speech Interface 

speech recognition is defined as the ability of electronic systems, such as computers, 

to identify the sound of a hurrian voice and to use the voice messages to control the system 
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(Weinschenk and Barker, 2000). The ultimate goal of any virtual reality system is to provide 

the highest level of immersion to the users of a synthetic environment. This necessitates the 

ability to interact with the objects in the environment in addition to simply observing them. 

One way to accomplish this is with natural physical actions, such as grabbing and moving an

object using aposition-tracked input device. This method is an example of a direct 

rrzanipulation interface (McGlashan and A,xling, 1996). In order to further improve the 

`naturalness' of the interaction process, it can be expanded to include human language. The 

combination of a speech interface with the ability to interact directly with objects in the virtual 

environment results in a multimodal interface where users- can issue either physical (i.e. wand 

motion) or speech commands (McGlashan and Aiding, 1996). 

A speech interface in a virtual environment can be implemented using two different 

approaches: a fully interactive speech interface and a `cor~nnand and control' speech interface. 

A fully interactive speech interface has the ability to recognize a wide variety of words and 

phrases and can react to user's verbal actions in a highly flexible manner, resembling human- 

to-human dialog. These systems are generally quite adept at dealing with natural human 

speech and correctly identifying user's requests, even if they are uttered in an ambiguous 

rr~a~nner. Unfortunately, these systems are usually speaker-dependent, and, therefore, each 

user must provide samples of hislher voice in order to train the system. This process is called 

enrollment (Noyes, 1993). V~hile speaker-dependent software results in high recognition 

accuracy and extensive vocabulary, it lacks flexibility, since it cannot be easily shared among 

users. In situations where only a small set of predefined cor~~nands is required, cor~lmand and 

control systems provide a better alternative, since they allow for the use of speaker-
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independent methods. Speaker-independent systems do not rely on the enrollment process to 

tailor the .application to a specific individual and can be used by multiple users. Generally, 

these systems are suitable for applications that require only a relatively small vocabulary of 

approximately 40 words or less, plus the digits 0-9 (Weinschenk and Barker, 2000). The set 

of interaction commands in the VRSpatial application made it an appropriate candidate for 

augmentation with a con~nand and control voice interface. 

4.6.1 VRSpatial speech interface components. 

The C6 virtual environment is controlled by Silicon Graphics, Inc. (SGIT"") computers 

running the IP.IX® operating system. On the other hand, most of the commercially available 

speech-recognition software is designed to be used either on Microsoft°  Windows® or Linux 

operating systems. Due to these considerations, two main tasks were identified: creation of a 

`cor~lmand and control' speech-recognition application on a Windows°  computer and 

development of a communication method between the Windows°  computer and an SGIT"" 

system that executes the r~lain VR application. The former was .implemented with IBM 

ViaVoiceT"" for Windows°  Release 8 Professional Edition and Speech for Java from IBM 

alphaWorks. The omniORB2 version 2.8 of the ~GRBA standard was used for 

communication purposes. 

Speech for Java is a Java programming tool for incorporating IBM's ViaVoiceT"" 

speech technology into .custom user interfaces. ViaVoiceT"' is a commercial speech 

recognition and synthesis program that can be used to control standard Windows® programs 

such as Microsoft® Word and- Excel. In order to use ViaVoiceT"" as a speech engine for 
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another program, an API such as Speech for JavaT"" is needed. Speech for Java is an 

implementation of version 1.0 of the JavaT"" Speech Application Prograrriming Interface 

(JSAPI) developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. JSAPI specifies across-platform interface to 

support command and control recognizers, dictation systems and speech synthesizers (Sun 

Microsystems, 2002}. 

An essential part of a speech application is the grammar abject. Within the grammar 

object are definitions of speech patterns and organization of speech that will be used in the 

application. Speech for Java relies on the JavaTM Speech Gr Format (JSGF}, which is a 

platform-independent, vendor-independent textual representation of one type of grammar, a 

rule grammar (also known as a command and control gr or regular grammar), for use 

in speech recognition. If speech synthesis is required in order to provide feedback to the user 

to confirm cor~~nands, the computer response is defined with the JavaTM Speech API Markup 

Language (JSML). JSML is a text format used to annotate text input to speech synthesizers. 

It provides detailed information on how to speak text through definition of elements that 

control important speech parameters, such as pronunciations of words, emphasis and speaking 

rate (Sun Microsystems, 2002). Using the JSML, the quality, naturalness and 

understandability of synthesized speech output can be controlled. 

OmniORB2 is an Object Request Broker (ORB) that implements the 2.3 specifications 

of the Common Object Request Broker Architecture or CORBA (Bolton, 2002). It uses 

Remote Procedure Calls (RPC} technology that allows an application to rriake a remote 

procedure call with the same amount of effort as making a local function call. The calling 

application is designated as a client and the called application is designated as a server. The 
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remote operations are grouped in interfaces, similar to C++ classes and are called CORBA 

objects. One of the most important benefits of CORBA is the location transparency that it 

provides. This means that operations on the CORBA objects are always invoked using the 

same syntax, no matter where on the network the CORBA objects are located. CORBA also 

offers programming language neutrality —both the client and the server code can be written in 

any of the supported prograrriming languages (C, C++, Java, etc.). The interface to a CORBA 

object is defined using the .Object Management Group (OMG) interface definition language 

(IDL). OMG is a declarative language that is passed through an IDL compiler to map the IDL 

file to a specific language for the client and the server sides (Brose et al., 2001). 

4.6.2 VRSpatial speech interface implementation. 

A dedicated windows°  2000 computer with access to the local network is used to 

handle the operation of the speech recognition interface. Network access is necessary in order 

to communicate with the SGITM computers that run the main VR application. . To allow users 

maximum mobility in the C6 virtual environment a wireless microphone is used to provide the 

audio input to the computer. 

The speech recognition interface is written entirely in Java. It uses Speech for Java 

routines in order to access ViaVoice's speech recognizer and speech synthesizer engines 

(Figure 4.3) . 
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Voice Input Voice Output 

VRSpatial Speech Interface 

ViaVoice ~ I Speech for Java 

Speech Recognizer 

javax.speech. recognition GRAM MAR 

Speech Synthesizer 

javax.speech.synthesis 

Figure 4.3: Speech Interface Structure. 

The program continuously ,monitors the audio input by comparing it to the valid 

command patterns defined in the gr file. The grammar file contains all of the valid 

action references ("Open", "Run", etc.) as well as many miscellaneous references that a user 

could possibly use while addressing the application ("Computer", "Please", etc. ). As a way to 

provide maximum flexibility in the interaction process and to increase the range of supported 

user responses, several wording alternatives are also provided for a certain task (i.e. "Open 

Linkage", "Open Linkage File", "Load Linkage", etc.). A valid command must contain at 

least one action reference and an arbitrary number of miscellaneous references. Appendix B 

presents the contents of the VRSpatial gr file. 

If a valid command pattern is recognized, it is scanned for the presence of tags, which 

are associated with each action reference. Tags were used in order to simplify the processing 

of recognition results, since a single tag can 6e assigned to several instances of the same 
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action reference. For example, "Load" and "Open" action references are assigned the {open } 

tag, and similarly, "Start" and "begin" are- assigned the {start } tag. The usage of tags is not 

required by JSGF specifications, but it was found to be convenient in this particular case. The 

combination of tags is analyzed and a decision is made regarding the particular con nand that 

the user has issued. That corenand is then relayed to the VR application via the network. If 

the interface determines that the user has made an effort to .issue a corY~nand, but no matching 

corY~nand patterns were found, then the speech synthesizer generates an appropriate message. 

The message, along with other possible verbal computer responses, is defined in a dedicated 

file that follows .the JSML specifications. 

To implement the networking capabilities, OMG IDL was used to define CORBA 

objects. An IDL compiler for Java was used to produce Java stub code. The stub code is 

used by the client (the speech interface in this case) to issue cor~~nands to the interface defined 

in the IDL file (VRSpatial in - thin case). Similarly, an IDL compiler for C++ was used to 

produce the C++ skeleton code, .which is used by the server (VRSpatial) for definition of the 

CORBA object implementation. 
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CHAPTER 5. CO~ICLI~SIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

Spatial mechanisms offer a better alternative to the traditional electronically controlled 

.multiple-input devices, such. as robotic manipulators, because they are more reliable and cost-

efficient. Mechanism designers are forced to use traditional. human-computer interfaces while 

synthesizing mechanisms for spatial tasks. The difficulty involved in the specification of the 

design problem in three-dimensional space and subsequent evaluation of the synthesized 

mechanisms necessitates development of novel computer applications. Such .applications 

should allow mechanism designers to investigate the design environment and to define the 

design task in a more natural. way compared to the traditional HCI. Virtual reality allows the 

users to interact with real size 3D models in a very natural way and it is well suited for the 

spatial mechanism design task. VRSpatial application was developed as a tool for designing 

spatial 4C mechanisms in~ virtual reality. 

. With the aid of VRSpatial, mechanism designers can synthesize spatial 4C mechanisms 

for rigid-body guidance through three or four precision positions. Utilizing the "design in 

context" approach, geometrical models of the design objects .are manipulated in the VR 

environment in order to define the design problem. Fixed and moving congruences and the 

guide map are used to present the results of the .position synthesis. Building upon the 

experience. gained while. operating the previous version of the spatial mechanism synthesis 

program, VRNETS, and followi~ig suggestions of its creators, the application developed as a 

result of this research h.as .produced the next generation. VR spatial mechanism design tool 
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which offers the designer an increased ability to effectively evaluate the design problem and its 

solutions. 

In VRSpatial, with a switch to the VRJuggler progr g platform, the range of VR 

systems capable of running the ~ mechanism design program has been extended to include 

practically all of the modern VR hardware and software configurations. During the problem 

definition the user has gained the ability to perform numerical adjustment of the design 

positions and to manipulate. the objects in a more intuitive way. New algorithms are used to 

filter the solutions that result in mechanisms with branch and circuit defects. A much wider 

variety of ways for presenting the solutions to the users have been implemented. Dynamic 

.congruence computation, the ability to picl~ arbitrary lines within congruence planes, filtering 

and mechanism type identification in the congruence planes, and simultaneous interaction with 

the congruence planes and the .guide map, provide -more opportunities to obtain an optimal 

solution. Functionality for synthesis of mechanisms for rigid-body guidance through three 

precision positions accommodates design problems where four positions are not required. 

Furthermore, once a mechanism is synthesized, its behavior can be investigated in greater 

depth with the aid of extensive animation functionality. Finally, the level of interactivity within 

the application has been increased through the implementation of a speech recognition 

interface. 

The result of this research is an advanced, multi-.functional, and highly flexible 

application for design. of spatial 4C mechanisms for motion generation tasks. It is hoped that 

the use. of his program will facilitate expansion of the spatial mechanism .investigation 

activities and will lead to their expanded use in industrial applications. 
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5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

Implementation of the three-position synthesis functionality in VRSpatial provides 

greater flexibility while designing mechanisms for such rigid-body guidance tasks where only 

the first and the last design positions are critical. The next step towards de-emphasizing the 

interaction with the intermediate positions is the two-position synthesis. Research work that 

is being done at the Florida Institute of Technology can serve as the basis for such 

functionality in VRSpatial. 

Currently, users rely exclusively on visual inspection in order to determine whether the 

moving objects in the design environment collide with each other or with the static 

surroundings when the synthesized mechanism is animated. Collision detection algorithms can 

be implemented in VRSpatial to detect the collision situations and respond by either 

identifying the colliding parts with visual cues or by halting the motion of the mechanism. 

Currently, VRSpatial draws the mechanism links as straight lines, which directly 

connect mechanism joints. In the, future, an option that allows the mechanism designers to 

change the shapes of the links in order to create a mechanism that is more suitable for 

production, or to use previously created CAD link models in the mechanism design process, 

could be provided. 

Creation and operation of the software applications for mechanism synthesis, has led 

to the accumulation of significant experimental knowledge by the research teams at Iowa 

State University and Florida Institute of Technology. Research work contained in such 

software programs as VEMECS, Isis, VRNETS, and VRSpatial, as well as additional planar 

mechanism synthesis algorithms, could be combined in order to create amulti-functional 
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application for synthesis and analysis of planar 4R, spherical 4R, and spatial 4C mechanisms in 

virtual reality. 
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APPENDIX E. VRSPATIAL GRAMMAR FILE 

grammar hello; 

public <comp_reference> _ (C6 ~ computer ~ please) *; 

public <comp_reference_end> _ (please ~ thanks ~ thank you ~ very much) *; 

public <action> =Open {open } ~ Load {load } ~ Save {save } ~ Reset (reset } ~ Clear {clear } 
Generate {generate } ~ Show {show } ~ Hide {hide } ~ Pick {pick } 
Start {start } ~ Stop {stop } ~ Animate {animate } (Toggle {toggle } 
Translate animate {translate } ~ Rotate animate {rotate } ~ Adjust {adjust } 
Reverse {reverse } ~ Faster {faster } ~ Go faster {faster } 
Play faster {faster } (Slower t slower } ~ Go slower {slower } 
Play slower {slower } ; 

public <required_obj> _ (file {file } ~ movable {movable } ~ movables {movable } 
movable file {movable } ~ base {base } ~ base file {base } 
linkage {linkage } ~ linkages {linkage } ~ linkage file {linkage } 
menu {menu } ~ navigation {navigation } (universe {universe } 
congruence { congos } ~ congruences { congos } ~ congos { congos } 
congruence planes { congos } ~ guide map {map } ~ type map {map } 
map {map } ~ all {both } ~ both {both } ~ driving {driving } 
driven {driven } ~ filters {filters } ~ movie {animation } 
animation. {animation } ~ RGB { RGB })*; 

public <numbering_options> _[ one {one } ~ two {two } ~ tlxree {three } ~ four {four } 
~ five {five } ~ six {six } ~ seven {seven } ~ eight {eight } 
nine {nine } ~ ten {ten } ]; 

public <optional_obj> _ [a ~ the ~ number ~ speed ~ color ~ colors]; 

public <cor~zmand_skeleton> _ 
<action><optional obj><required_obj><optional_obj><numbering_options>; 

public <UserCommand> _ <comp_reference> { command issued } <command_skeleton> 
<comp_reference_end>; 
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